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Abstract. Human-mediated dispersal among aquatic ecosystems often results in biotic
transfer between drainage basins. Such activities may circumvent biogeographic factors, with
considerable ecological, evolutionary, and economic implications. However, the efficacy of
predictions concerning community changes following inter-basin movements are limited, often
because the dispersal mechanism is poorly understood (e.g., quantified only partially). To
date, spatial-interaction models that predict the movement of humans as vectors of biotic
transfer have not incorporated patterns of human movement through transportation
networks. As a necessary first step to determine the role of anglers as invasion vectors across
a land–lake ecosystem, we investigate their movement potential within Ontario, Canada. To
determine possible model improvements resulting from inclusion of network travel, spatial-
interaction models were constructed using standard Euclidean (e.g., straight-line) distance
measures and also with distances derived from least-cost routing of human transportation
networks. Model comparisons determined that least-cost routing both provided the most
parsimonious model and also excelled at forecasting spatial interactions, with a proportion of
0.477 total movement deviance explained. The distribution of movements was characterized
by many relatively short to medium travel distances (median¼ 292.6 km) with fewer lengthier
distances (75th percentile¼ 484.6 km, 95th percentile¼ 775.2 km); however, even the shortest
movements were sufficient to overcome drainage-basin boundaries. Ranking of variables in
order of their contribution within the most parsimonious model determined that distance
traveled, origin outflow, lake attractiveness, and sportfish richness significantly influence
movement patterns. Model improvements associated with least-cost routing of human
transportation networks imply that patterns of human-mediated invasion are fundamentally
linked to the spatial configuration and relative impedance of human transportation networks,
placing increased importance on understanding their contribution to the invasion process.

Key words: angler movement patterns; angling; biological invasions; gravity model; invasion ecology;
least-cost routing; network theory; Ontario (Canada) anglers; secondary spread; spatial-interaction model;
transportation network; vector.

INTRODUCTION

Prevention management is a primary goal of invasion

research given the paucity of biological invasions whose

negative impacts have been reversed (Mack et al. 2000,

Simberloff 2003). Because of the abundance of possible

invaders, donor and recipient ecosystems, and move-

ment vectors, most preemptive invasion forecasts and

risk models aim to evaluate the invaders, regions, or

vectors that pose the greatest risk of invasion in order to

prioritize prevention-management resources among per-

ceived threats. Estimating the probability of invasion is

a multi-stage process that involves quantifying the

probability of introduction, establishment, reproduc-

tion, spread, and impact to recipient ecosystems (Kolar

and Lodge 2002). Risk models that incorporate only the

probability of introduction may be favored in cases

where potential invaders and their ecological impacts are

well known within a region (e.g., zebra mussel

(Dreissena polymorpha) and round goby (Neogobius

melanostomus) impacts within temperate North

America) and are expected to occur given the species’

recent invasion history. Recent quantitative approaches

to forecast invasions include: (1) identifying species or

taxonomic groupings that may become future invaders

based on their particular ecological or physiological

attributes (e.g., Ricciardi and Rasmussen 1998, Kolar

and Lodge 2002, Marchetti et al. 2004); (2) determining

the similarity of donor and recipient environmental

conditions to estimate the potential for establishment of

known invaders, given their ecological and physiological

tolerances (e.g., Ruesink 2005); (3) identifying relative

strength and movement of dispersal pathways or vectors

that are capable of translocation to previously unin-

vaded habitats (e.g., MacIsaac et al. 2004, Leung et al.
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2006); (4) estimating the probability of propagule

arrival, or relative propagule pressure, among possible

donor ecosystems (e.g., Johnson et al. 2001; for reviews

see Kolar and Lodge [2002], Lockwood et al. [2005], and

Colautti et al. [2006]); or (5) combination of approaches

1–4 to systematically estimate the probability of

introduction, establishment, and spread across potential

sites (e.g., Bossenbroek et al. 2001, Herborg et al. 2007,

Jacobs and MacIsaac 2009; for review see Vander

Zanden and Olden [2008]). Fundamental to the appli-

cability of each approach is the ability to successfully

predict invader movement from donor to recipient

ecosystem, where determining the probability of inva-

sion requires knowledge of vector movements that have

the potential to surpass background rates of natural

dispersal and promote long-distance invasions (Wilson

et al. 2009).

Humans have proved to be effective vectors of aquatic

organisms with prevalent global transport of fishes,

macrophytes, zooplankton, phytoplankton, mollusks,

and pathogens (Johnstone et al. 1985, Dzialowski et al.

2000, Ruiz and Carlton 2003). Vectors may be

conspicuous, yet with high dispersal potential. For

instance, range expansions of pathogen-bearing mos-

quito larvae have been reported following the global

shipping transport of used tires containing residual

freshwater (Eritja et al. 2005, Benedict et al. 2007).

Common vectors, such as ballast water, live food, and

aquaria transport, have contributed to aquatic invasions

within North America and beyond. In particular, the

recreational-boating vector and the associated risk of

invertebrate transport has been well studied due to the

potential for secondary spread of spiny water flea

(Bythotrephes longimanus) and zebra mussel originating

within the Laurentian Great Lakes basin (Bossenbroek

et al. 2001, MacIsaac et al. 2004, Muirhead and

MacIsaac 2005). However, surprisingly little attention

has been directed towards the role of anglers in invasion

processes (but see Johnson and Carlton 1996, Ludwig

and Leitch 1996, Jacobs and MacIsaac 2007). Although

not necessarily mutually exclusive, angler activity

patterns differ from those of recreational boaters, which

have been the subject of previous spread models. When

compared with recreational boaters, anglers have

heightened ability to access remote destinations and

smaller water bodies, possibly leading to increased

movement potential across a landscape. In addition,

angling activity may occur throughout the ice-cover

season with mobility influenced by motorized backcoun-

try vehicles (e.g., snowmobiles, all-terrain vehicles),

further emphasizing possible movement-potential differ-

ences through access to a large number of remote

locations. Anglers may inadvertently contribute to

species mobility and associated range expansions

through gear and clothing fouling (Jacobs and

MacIsaac 2007), which have potentially disastrous

consequences for recipient ecosystems given the recent

invasion history of freshwater invertebrates (e.g., zebra

mussel, New Zealand mud snail (Potamopyrgus anti-

podarum)) associated with rapid ecological change and

biodiversity loss (Ricciardi and Rasmussen 1999,

Chapin et al. 2000, Kerans et al. 2005). Relatively

modest consideration has been given to unintentional

species introductions and range expansions associated

with live baitfish use, even though this practice

constitutes a significant ecological and economic re-

source across North America (Litvak and Mandrak

1993, 1999, Ludwig and Leitch 1996). The practice of

live-bait angling (and subsequent bait-bucket release)

has been implicated in the range expansion of fishes,

invertebrates, and their pathogens within and beyond

the Great Lakes ecosystem (Goodchild and Tilt 1976,

Crossman et al. 1992, Litvak and Mandrak 1993, 1999,

Baxter and Stone 1995, Ludwig and Leitch 1996, Kerr et

al. 2005, Keller et al. 2007). Accordingly, it is necessary

to determine the spread potential of anglers as a crucial

first step in assessing their possible role in invasion

processes.

Vector-based invasion models provide an appropriate

spatial measure of spread when human-mediated

movements of species have the potential to surpass

background rates of natural dispersal across a land-

scape, or when human movements circumvent biogeo-

graphic barriers to dispersal. Recent vector-based

approaches (Bossenbroek et al. 2001, 2007, MacIsaac

et al. 2004, Leung et al. 2006) used spatial-interaction

models of human movements to describe the human-

mediated overland dispersal of invertebrates (zebra

mussel and spiny water flea) within North America.

Spatial-interaction models, also known as ‘‘gravity

models,’’ exhibit similarities to ecological distance decay

models (e.g., Bell et al. 2006, Green and Bohannan 2006,

Morlon et al. 2008, Perez-del-Olmo et al. 2009), but

rather than predicting community dissimilarity with

increasing geographic distance, they predict decreasing

spatial interaction (e.g., aggregate vector movements

from origins, i, to destinations, j ) with increasing

geographic distance, scaled by factors of relative

‘‘propulsiveness’’ and attractiveness across potential

origins and destinations, respectively (Thomas and

Hugget 1980, Fotheringham and O’Kelly 1989, and first

incorporated by Schneider et al. [1998] within invasion

ecology). Although spatial-interaction models may

predict relatively few of the lengthiest movements across

a landscape, their frequent, shorter movements may

surpass even the longest species movements via natural

dispersal. This distribution of movements emphasizes

the ecological appropriateness of spatial-interaction

models to explain species range expansions when

biogeographic barriers are surpassed by vector activity.

Most spatial-interaction models that predict biologi-

cal invasions or vector movements (Bossenbroek et al.

2001, 2007, MacIsaac et al. 2004, Leung et al. 2006)

appear to capture the main characteristics of human

movement by estimating origin propulsiveness (e.g., the

relative frequency of trips leaving origins), destination
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attractiveness (e.g., lake size) and distance traveled.

However, because such models have been developed to

predict invasions at coarse spatial scales, distance

measures are frequently Euclidean (i.e., straight-line

geographic distance), which are easily calculated but

potentially misrepresent distances traveled following

human movements between origins and destinations.

For example, estimating vector movements to inland

lakes as the Euclidean distance from the centroid of each

source locality to the centroid of each destination lake

may potentially overestimate distances traveled to large

lakes with direct transportation routes (e.g., Fig. 1A), or

underestimated distances traveled to small lakes with

indirect transportation routes (e.g., Fig. 1B). Although

Euclidean distance measures may provide reasonable

approximations of the distance variables that are

necessary to predict the distance-decay component of

aggregate human movements across a landscape, more

accurate estimates may be obtained by incorporating

distances related to actual patterns of human movement,

such as distances traveled by road (Leung et al. 2006).

The importance of investigating plausible distance
measures related to patterns of human movement is

emphasized by the sensitivity of previous spatial-
interaction model predictions to fluctuations of their

distance components (e.g., Bossenbroek et al. 2001).
Modeling approaches involving spatial networks are

gaining broad popularity within habitat conservation,
metapopulation dynamics, and pollination ecology
(Baguette et al. 2000, Bastolla et al. 2009, Kaplan et

al. 2009, Planes et al. 2009), but their application to
invasion ecology remains sparse. Muirhead and

MacIsaac (2005) described patterns of spiny water flea
invasion, where lake invasion was a complex process

that incorporated temporal and spatial patterns of
vector movement throughout a geometric network of

lakes. Incorporating network connectivity allowed
probability of introduction predictions to be refined

based on vector travel history to invaded and uninvaded
sites, providing a novel approach to studying landscape-

based invasion patterns. Additional network functions
may provide similar advances for ecological study.

Least-cost routing, which seeks to optimize travel
throughout a weighted geometric network, is prevalent

within telecommunication, transportation, utility (e.g.,
pipeline or electrical), and economic applications
because it provides robust and efficient solutions to

vector routing problems where multiple potential routes
exist. The use of least-cost routing is gaining momentum

within traditional ecological applications (Baguette and
Van Dyck 2007, Gonzalez et al. 2008) despite the

conceptual difficulties of assigning relative impedance
(i.e., ease of flow) attributes to species movements.

The objectives of this paper are twofold: (1) confirm
that movement of anglers using live baitfish can be

explained using the distance-decay hypothesis within a
spatial-interaction modeling framework, and (2) deter-

mine whether uncertainty reductions of spatial-interac-
tion models can be achieved by incorporating least-cost

routing of human transportation networks. Such ad-
vancements would potentially increase the accuracy and

precision of spatial-interaction models within risk
forecasts and prevention management. Further, model

improvements associated with least-cost routing would
imply that patterns of human-mediated invasion are

fundamentally linked to the spatial configuration and
flow of transportation networks, placing increased
importance on their contribution to the invasion

process.

METHODS

Developing a spatial-interaction model

To model vector movement in accordance with

distance-decay hypotheses, we used an approach similar
to those of deterministic spatial-interaction models (see

Thomas and Hugget [1980] and Fotheringham and
O’Kelly [1989] for reviews). Deterministic spatial-inter-

action models describing the aggregate movement, or

FIG. 1. A comparison of distance measures used to
construct spatial interaction models of aggregate angler
movements in Ontario, Canada. The comparison depicts
examples of Euclidean overestimation and underestimation of
distance measures in relation to network routing measures, with
examples of geometric network nodes (solid gray circles) and
links (gray lines) used in least-cost routing. (A) Overestimation:
Euclidean route (dashed line), 30.3 km; least-cost road route
(solid line), 26.6 km. (B) Underestimation: Euclidean route
(dashed line), 48.5 km; least-cost road route (solid line),
76.1 km.
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flow, of humans between origin and destination as a

function of their distance separation, the propulsiveness

of an origin, and the attraction of a destination are

frequently of the following form:

Tij ¼ moiwjD
�c
ij

where Tij is an element of matrix T describing aggregate

movements between origins, i, and destinations, j, m is a

constant, oi is an element of vector o describing the

propulsiveness of each origin, wj is an element of vector

w describing the attractiveness of each destination, Dij is

an element of matrix D describing the origin–destination

distance and c is a shape parameter describing the

distance relationship. Recent models have been estimat-

ed using generalized linear models with Poisson distri-

butions to predict counts of aggregate spatial

interactions as the response variable (e.g., Bergkvist

and Westin 2001).

Because most origins within our data set (Table 1)

interacted with only a small number of destinations,

resulting in the absence of Tij across the bulk of origin–

destination pairs, the response variable was character-

ized by more zeros than would be expected by a Poisson

distribution. In addition, models incorporating Poisson

distributions perform poorly when the response variable

is overdispersed such that the variance is greater than

the mean (Cameron and Trivedi 1998, 2005, Hilbe

2007), which was a characteristic of our data (Table 1).

As an alternative, the negative binomial distribution is

suitable for overdispersed data; further, a zero-inflated

distribution may account for excess zeros that can occur

within count data (Hilbe 2007). We fit generalized linear

models using both Poisson distributions (as a baseline

comparison to previous studies) as well as zero-inflated

negative binomial distributions to investigate possible

model improvements by accounting for overdispersion

and zero inflation. We followed the approach of

Bergkvist and Westin (2001) and Potapov et al. (in

press) to develop spatial-interaction models using

principles of maximum likelihood to fit model coeffi-

cients as

Tij ¼ b0 þ b1logðoiÞ þ b2logðwjÞ þ b3logðDijÞ

where Tij is the response variable, b are estimated model

coefficients and oi, wj, Dij are explanatory variables

describing origin propulsiveness, destination attractive-

ness, and geographic distance between i and j, respec-

tively (see Developing a least-cost transportation network

and Empirical data used for model parameterization,

below, for a description of empirical model variables). A

natural-logarithm link function was used to model

counts of spatial interaction as the response variable.

Following Burnham and Anderson (2002), Akaike’s

information criterion (AIC; Akaike 1974) was used to

select the best model among all classes of competing

models. To avoid model over-fitting (Olden et al. 2002),

coefficients were fitted to a randomly selected training

data set (70% of origin–destination pairs) and were

subsequently validated within a validation data set (30%
of origin–destination pairs). Because the probability of

both zero interaction and interaction values greater than

zero was of interest, all possible origin–destination

TABLE 1. Numerical summary of training, validation, and complete data sets used to construct spatial-interaction models of
aggregate angler movements, involving live baitfish, in Ontario, Canada.

Model component N Range Median Mean (SD)

Complete data set

Spatial interaction, Tij 84 249 0–22 0 0.0228 (0.2987)
Origin propulsiveness, oi� 207 1–119 4 9.28 (14.28)
Road distance, Dij0 (km) n.a. 0.00734–2389 472.2 674.10 (559.91)
Euclidean distance, Dij (km) n.a. 0.07–2061 356 514.92 (441.18)
Destination attractiveness, wj,1 (ha)� 407 2.2–8 341 300 550 51 678.9 (495 489.4)
Destination attractiveness, wj,2§ 407 1–26 6 6.13 (3.51)

Training data set

Spatial interaction, Tij 58 974 0–22 0 0.0234 (0.3100)
Origin propulsiveness, oi� 207 1–119 4 9.23 (14.16)
Road distance, Dij0 (km) n.a. 0.00734–2389 472 675.00 (561.19)
Euclidean distance, Dij (km) n.a. 0.07–2061 356 515.70 (442.41)
Destination attractiveness, wj,1 (ha)� 407 2.2–8 241 300 550 52 747.0 (505 149.7)
Destination attractiveness, wj,2§ 407 1–26 6 6.13 (3.51)

Validation data set

Spatial interaction, Tij 25 275 0–9 0 0.0214 (0.2200)
Origin propulsiveness, oi� 207 1–119 4 9.39 (14.56)
Road distance, Dij0 (km) n.a. 0.01–2380 472 671.90 (556.94)
Euclidean distance, Dij (km) n.a. 0.53–2029 355 513.11 (438.35)
Destination attractiveness, wj,1 (ha)� 407 2.2–8 241 300 550 49 186.9 (472 181.3)
Destination attractiveness, wj,2§ 407 1–26 6 6.14 (3.50)

Note: An entry of ‘‘n.a.’’ indicates not applicable.
� Aggregate movements leaving origin.
� Lake surface area.
§ Sportfish richness.
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combinations of Tij � 0 (n ¼ 84 249, given 207 origins

and 407 destinations) were computed and randomly

allocated into training (n ¼ 58 974) and validation (n ¼
25 275) data sets for purposes of model validation

(Table 1; Fig. 2A–C). During the random allocation

process, proportions of Tij � 1 and Tij ¼ 0 within

training and validation data sets were forced to be

consistent with those proportions of the overall spatial-

interaction data set. Comparison of AIC values between

Poisson and zero-inflated models derived using both

network and Euclidean distance measures was used to

select the most parsimonious model, which was subse-

quently applied to the statistical population of oi, wj, and

Dij to forecast spatial interaction across Ontario as a

function of the relative strength of variables chosen

during the model-selection process. Validating model

performance within the independent data set allowed

model error to be characterized as a rough measure of

overall fit. Error rate was described using root mean

squared error (RMSE) between actual and predicted Tij,

which incorporates a quadratic scoring rule to describe

the average magnitude of error in Tij units. Values of

RMSE range from zero to infinity, with values closest to

zero indicating a relatively low magnitude of average

model error. Model residuals were classified based on

directional patterns (e.g., over- and under-prediction

terms) and plotted geographically to visually identify

spatial patterns of prediction error. The validated

model’s null deviance divided by its residual deviance

was subtracted from 1 to determine the total deviance

explained, which provided an overall-fit metric similar to

Pearson’s R2. Interaction scores were used to rank

destination water bodies based on their projected

number of aggregate arrivals following model forecasts

across the statistical population. All statistical analyses

were performed using the statistical language and

software program R, version 2.8.0 (R Development

Core Team 2008).

Developing a least-cost transportation network

To model vector movement as a function of distance

decay, we required estimates of actual distances that

anglers travel to reach their destination. Because most

angling events occur in conjunction with vehicular

overland travel, we estimated travel distances according

to the distance accumulated during travel throughout a

provincial road network following the application of a

least-cost routing algorithm. A total of 476 869 line

segments and 351 930 nodes (e.g., Fig. 1), obtained from

Ontario Ministry of Transportation data, were used to

construct a spatially explicit geometric road network for

Ontario, Canada, within ArcGIS version 9.3 (ESRI

2008). Line segments were originally attributed with

roadway classifications (Local/Street, Collector,

Arterial, Expressway/Highway, and Freeway) that were

subsequently converted into theoretical travel speeds

(50, 60, 70, 80, and 100 km/hr, respectively) for each

segment, where travel time through each segment was

the product of assigned travel speed divided by segment

length. Line segments representing vehicular travel

routes onboard provincial ferries used to traverse the

Laurentian Great Lakes were excluded from further

analysis, due to the uncertainty associated with deter-

mining travel speed for these areas. Nodes at segment

endpoints provided physical connections between ad-

joining segments; however, nodes of intersecting line

segments with .10% change in elevation were removed,

because these areas likely represented overpasses or

tunnels that confine travel. Because of the abundance of

possible travel routes throughout the network, we

introduced an impedance function to optimize travel

routes in accordance with economic travel principles

whereby human behaviors minimize travel time and

financial expenditure (Wilson 1967, 1998). Therefore,

because vectors should select routes that minimize travel

time, but not necessarily distance, a least-cost routing

algorithm was constructed that selected a single optimal

route from all possible routes between i and j to

minimize travel time given relative impedance. This

time is given by

Sij ¼ min
k

Xuijk

l¼1

uijlk

where uijlk is the travel time (cost) of the lth segment

along the kth route between origins, i, and destinations, j,

and Sij is the optimal route between origins, i, and

destinations, j. Geographic travel distance (km) associat-

ed with each optimal least-cost route (Dij0) was incorpo-

rated as the distance variable within the spatial-

interaction model. Conventional Euclidean distance

estimates (Dij) were also derived between origins and

lake centroids, or between origins and lake access points

for the Laurentian Great Lakes. Model parsimony and

explained deviance were compared for models derived

using least-cost routing and Euclidean distance estimates

to determine possible model-performance improvements

owing to least-cost routing through a geometric network.

Empirical data used for model parameterization

To parameterize our models, we required actual

estimates of spatial interaction describing aggregate

movements between origins, i, and destinations, j, their

geographic separation, and certain characteristics of i

and j that may contribute to variation in the relative

strength movements. To address these data require-

ments, a social survey was developed to determine

characteristics of angler behavior (e.g., frequency of

angling activity, prevalence of bait-bucket release) and

movement patterns of anglers using live baitfish in

Ontario, Canada (see Appendix for list of survey

questions). Hardcopy paper surveys (n ¼ 5000) were

distributed using the modified Dillman (1978, 2000)

method, where surveys were mailed to potential

respondents proportionate to the density of licenced

anglers (those anglers �18 and ,65 years of age who
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held valid fishing licences during the 2007 season)

residing in each of five broad postal districts: K (eastern

Ontario), L (suburban Toronto), M (metropolitan

Toronto), N (southwestern Ontario), and P (northern

Ontario). To increase our sample size, an online survey

was developed and advertised within angling retailers,

sporting magazines, and angling-related web pages to

allow for internet respondents who had not received

paper surveys. Additional responses were generated

through survey booths at sporting tradeshows in the

greater Toronto area between February and May 2006.

Only complete surveys were analyzed as an a priori

measure of data quality. To account for potential

nonresponse bias (Fisher 1996) or geographic bias

FIG. 2. Spatial-interaction data set (A; n¼ 84 249 origin–destination values [O–D’s]) with randomly allocated training (B; n¼
58 974 O–D’s) and validation (C; n ¼ 25 275 O–D’s) aggregate movement (Tij) observations. Lines represent origin–destination
spatial-interaction pairs (Tij) from origin, i (centroid of 0.58 3 0.58 longitude–latitude grid; open squares) to destination water
bodies (lake-access points; solid circles), where line thicknesses represent absolute Tij with only Tij . 0 displayed. The geographic
location of highlighted vector activity is disclosed within an inset map (D) of Ontario, Canada.
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across all surveys, a G test (Zar 1999) of maximum

likelihood was used to determine that the frequency of

respondents from each postal district were consistent

with the geographic distribution of licenced anglers in

those regions at the a ¼ 0.05 level.

The primary survey responses used to address spatial-

interaction patterns were: Question 3, How often do you

use live baitfish during the year?; Question 4, Do you

catch your own baitfish?; Question 10, List the top-three

cities or towns where you buy your bait; and Question

13, List the top-three places (lake or river name,

province) in which you use baitfish for angling.

Anglers were also asked to provide their six-character

postal code, which provided a point-based residence

location following latitude–longitude point conversions

with Canada Post’s postal geography data. To relate

survey responses to specific destination characteristics, a

georeferenced lake database (the Ontario Freshwater

Fish Species Distribution Dataset [Ontario Ministry of

Natural Resources, Peterborough, Ontario, Canada];

see Mandrak and Crossman [1992] for description) was

used to determine the geographic location, name,

surface area (ha), and sportfish richness of 9356 lakes

in Ontario. Because the primary location of each lake

was represented as a point-based location occupying the

position of each lake’s centroid, a database of spatial

lake extent, obtained from Fisheries and Oceans Canada

(Burlington, Ontario, Canada), was used to relate the

characteristics of each lake (e.g., sportfish richness,

maximum depth) to its specific areal coverage. Lake

records whose centroids fell outside of the spatially

explicit lake-shape database were omitted from subse-

quent analyses due to concerns about data quality. To

determine specific endpoints in relation to each lake’s

spatial configuration, a series of lake access points were

created by overlaying a spatial buffer of either 100, 300,

1500, 3000, or 5000 m of a lake’s spatial coverage onto

transportation network nodes. Large lakes close to

urban areas (e.g., Lake Ontario, Lake Simcoe) were

assigned the smallest (100 m) buffer values due to high

abundances of proximal nodes, whereas small, remote

lakes were assigned larger values. Overlapped nodes

represented specific lake-access points for each corre-

sponding water body. Because a one-to-many spatial

join was utilized, a single point could represent access to

multiple lakes if several lakes existed in close proximity

to a single node. To determine the specific access point

utilized for lakes with multiple access possibilities, a

simplifying assumption was introduced where each

optimized least-cost route was matched with a single

access point that minimized travel time between i and j.

For each respondent, up to three possible origin–

destination pairs were produced, where origin locations

were initially represented by a six-character postal code,

and destination locations were represented by up to three

water bodies identified in survey Question 13. With the

exception of the Ottawa River, which due to its size

functions as a lake throughout much of its length, only

lakes were used to construct origin–destination pairs due

to the difficulty of positively identifying rivers that were

identified by survey respondents. However, because the

estimated number of lakes in Ontario exceeds 250000

(Cox 1978) with many duplicated lake names (e.g., Clear

Lake, 26 unique locations; Trout Lake, 24 unique

locations; Ontario Freshwater Fish Species Distribution

Dataset), we incorporated an optimization process for

each possible origin–destination pair to select the most

likely location of each destination water body when lakes

with duplicate name records were encountered. For each

survey respondent, the location of the origin was plotted

in addition to up to three baitfish purchase locations

(cities, towns). All duplicate lakes were plotted, but a

single destination lake (and corresponding access point)

that minimized least-cost routing from origin, through

baitfish purchase location, to final destination water body

was selected as the most likely destination location. The

process was repeated for up to two remaining origin–

destination pairs if additional duplicate records were

encountered. For cases where respondents indicated that

they did not purchase baitfish (with purchase locations

omitted), the shortest origin–destination route among

duplicate lakes was used to select each optimal destina-

tion. Respondents indicating that they did not use baitfish

were omitted from spatial-interaction analysis.

Variables of origin propulsiveness (oi ) and destination

attractiveness (wj) were selected based on characteristics

of angling activity within Ontario, Canada. Due to their

fine resolution, relatively few angling trips are generated

from geographic areas delineated by single six-character

postal codes. To increase the applicability of origin–

destination projections during model forecasting at the

provincial level, origins were expanded by projecting an

0.58 3 0.58 latitude–longitude grid onto the location of

six-character postal codes, where the number of

movements leaving each grid cell was equal to the

aggregate number of movements leaving all six-charac-

ter postal codes contained within those areas. Both lake

surface area (ha; wj,1) and sportfish richness (wj,2) were

selected as explanatory variables potentially contribut-

ing to spatial-interaction patterns because lake size and

sportfish richness should enhance the availability,

quality and diversity of angling opportunities.

Following model selection and validation, forecasting

Tij across the statistical population required additional

estimates of oi, wj,1, wj,2 and Dij. The geographic

distribution of licenced resident anglers during 2007 in

Ontario summarized as point-based files using spatial

conversion of six-character postal codes, formed the

initial estimate of oi. However, because our model was

developed specifically from survey data of angling trips

incorporating live baitfish, a linear model of the form Y

¼ (m)Xþ b was produced to describe the relationship of

surveyed anglers within i against the number of origin–

destination pairs leaving i to estimate the aggregate

number of movements leaving each origin cell at the

population level. Survey lakes with previously deter-
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mined access points and all additional lakes ,5000 m

from a road junction and containing at least one
sportfish were eligible for model forecasting at the

population level. Lakes contained within Algonquin and
Quetico Provincial Parks were excluded because fishery

management regulations preclude the use of live baitfish
within these areas and, accordingly, would influence

associated movement patterns.

RESULTS

Survey data

Complete survey responses (n ¼ 1398) across each of
five postal districts were initially inflated towards the

suburban Toronto postal district L (G test of maximum
likelihood; G critical 14.86; G statistic following

Williams correction Q 16.02; a ¼ 0.05; P . 0.05).
Random selection and subsequent removal of five

responses from within the suburban Toronto postal
district provided overall response frequencies consistent

with the geographic distribution of anglers licenced in
Ontario during calendar year 2007 (G test of maximum

likelihood; G critical 14.86; G statistic following
Williams correction Q 14.78; a ¼ 0.05, P , 0.05).
Because individual survey responses provided up to

three destination water body responses, initial origin–
destination pairs (n ¼ 1921) were greater than the total

number of respondents. Spatial overlay and origin
summaries using the 0.58 3 0.58 latitude–longitude grid

further reduced the number of origin–destination pairs
of Tij . 0 (n ¼ 1170) with 207 cell origins and 407

destination lakes. The spatial buffer of lakes onto road
network junctions produced 16 037 unique lake-access

locations across destination water bodies identified from
survey responses. Pairwise comparison of travel routes

obtained from survey data suggested that Euclidean
distance measures frequently underestimated network-

based measures, especially at the largest geographic
distances (Fig. 3). Overestimation by Euclidean distance

measures also occurred, albeit at lower frequencies.

Model selection and validation

Four spatial-interaction models were initially selected
using Euclidean and network-based distance measures

with Poisson and zero-inflated negative binomial distri-
butions. Poisson models selected using maximum

likelihood were characterized by relatively high AIC
values, with the Euclidean-based model being more

parsimonious than the network-based model (network-
based model with log link, Tij¼� 2.214þ 0.821 log(oi )�
0.595 log(Dij0) � 0.330 log(wj,2) � 0.280 log(wj,1), all
coefficient P , 0.05, AIC ¼ 8558.086; Euclidean-based

model with log link, Tij¼�1.727þ 0.921 log(oi )� 0.825
log(Dij)� 0.421 log(wj,2)þ 0.306 log(wj,1), all coefficient

P , 0.05, AIC ¼ 7928.116). Both zero-inflated models
were characterized by significantly lower AIC values

derived during the fitting process (network-based model
with log link, Tij ¼ �3.957 þ 1.563 log(Dij0) � 0.421

log(oi )� 0.271 log(wj,1)� 0.030 log(wj,2), all coefficient P

, 0.001, AIC ¼ 6480.752; Euclidean-based model with

log link, Tij ¼ �2.597 þ 1.385 log(Dij) � 0.312 log(oi )

�0.300 log(wj,1) � 0.2685 log(wj,2), all coefficient P ,

0.001, AIC ¼ 6564.538). Poisson model validation

revealed higher average model error (network-based

Poisson model RMSE [root mean square error] Tij ¼
5.232, Euclidean-based Poisson model RMSE Tij ¼
5.510) when compared with the average error of zero-

inflated models (network-based zero-inflated negative

binomial model RMSE Tij ¼ 0.270, Euclidean-based

zero-inflated negative binomial model RMSE Tij ¼
0.374). The network-based zero-inflated model was

selected as the most parsimonious model due to its low

AIC value, and subsequently performed best at fore-

casting survey data as indicated by a relatively low

average error rate and the highest proportion of

deviance explained (0.477; Fig. 4A) when compared to

the Euclidean model (0.422; Fig. 4B).

As a common characteristic of Poisson and zero-

inflated negative binomial residuals, both network- and

Euclidean-based residuals were dominated by negative

values, indicating over-prediction of Tij. However, the

many, negative residuals were characterized by low

absolute values (mean network-based Tij ¼ 0.019675

and mean Euclidean-based Tij¼0.019671) when actual Tij

was zero. When actual Tij� 1, models were dominated by

positive residuals for both network-based (n ¼ 344

positive residuals; mean absolute Tij ¼ 1.086; Fig. 5A)

and Euclidean (n¼ 345 positive residuals; mean absolute

Tij¼ 1.119; Fig. 5B) forms, indicating under-prediction of

spatial interaction in those specific geographic areas.

Over-prediction for network-based (n ¼ 26 negative

residuals; mean absolute Tij ¼ 4.099; Fig. 5C) and

Euclidean (n ¼ 25 negative residuals; mean absolute Tij

¼ 5.341; Fig. 5D) forms occurred relatively infrequently

when actual Tij � 1, but with considerably higher

magnitude.

FIG. 3. Comparison of empirical Euclidean (Dij) and least-
cost road network (Dij0) distance measures across all possible
origin–destination pairs where Tij . 0 (n ¼ 1170 pairs).
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Model forecasting across the statistical population

The most parsimonious model (network-based with

zero-inflation) was selected to forecast spatial-interac-

tion patterns at the provincial level. The linear model

used to determine the relationship between aggregate

movements leaving each 0.5 3 0.5 grid cell and the

number of registered anglers within each grid cell was

population oi ¼ 0.229 þ 1.34 (count per grid cell); F

statistic¼ 4876 with df¼ 245; P , 0.001; adjusted R2¼
0.952). Absolute population-level spatial-interaction

values (n ¼ 1 246 840) from 427 origins to 2920

destination water bodies ranged from 0 to 567 213, with

mean Tij of 2.48. A distance–frequency histogram (Fig.

6) of origin–destination movements where Tij � 1

suggested that most vectors undergo relatively short to

modest travel distances (median ¼ 292.60 km) with

certain vectors traveling significantly further (75th

percentile ¼ 484.58 km, 95th percentile ¼ 775.20 km).

The summation of interaction values summarized across

each destination water body suggested that Ontario’s

five largest water bodies (lakes Ontario, Superior,

Huron, and Erie and Georgian Bay) and the Ottawa

River receive the bulk of spatial interaction across the

province (Table 2). Only two of the ranked top-20 lakes

were ,6000 ha in size, further emphasizing the

importance of lake size and its contribution to

movement patterns.

DISCUSSION

Angler movement was explained across the provincial

level using the distance-decay hypothesis within a spatial-

interaction modeling framework. The most suitable

model, based on least-cost routing of human transporta-

tion networks and a zero-inflated negative binomial

distribution, ranked distance traveled, origin outflow,

lake size, and sportfish richness as influential variables

(listed in decreasing order of importance). Influential

variables confirmed the association between angler

movement and expected patterns of spatial interaction.

The importance of lake size suggested that large lakes

influence angler movement by enhancing sportfishing

opportunities due to increased size of fish populations, as

well as through access to angling facilities (e.g., preva-

lence of retailers, lodging, docking facilities). However,

analysis of the 20 water bodies receiving greatest

aggregate movement (Table 2) suggested that large

outflows from origins will result in substantial movement

to small, nearby lakes. Associations between invasion

vectors and distance-influenced patterns of spatial

interaction have been found for the recreational boating

pathway (Bossenbroek et al. 2001, 2007, MacIsaac et al.

2004, Leung et al. 2006), suggesting that although the

specific contribution of distance, lake attractiveness, and

origin outflows will change among vector types based on

geographic variation and user mobility, these variables

collectively influence vector movements across large

spatial scales.

Model results suggest that roughly half of aggregate

angler movement cannot be explained using patterns of

distance decay. Most model errors occurred with the

under-prediction of lengthy movements to relatively small

water bodies (Fig. 5A, B), suggesting that the best-fit

model describes a conservative scenario of angler move-

ment at the provincial level. The prevalence of under-

prediction error was likely the result of the model’s

inability to capture unique trip scenarios that do not fit

expected patterns of movement (e.g., anglers that travel

long distances to angle in small water bodies, such as those

owning recreational property, or anglers that preferential-

ly choose to angle within the wilderness regions of

northern Ontario, Canada). However, capturing these

movements within the model framework would have been

difficult without the collection of more detailed survey

data concerning the perceived quality of angling in relation

FIG. 4. Comparison of model predictions vs. observed
spatial interaction (Tij) using (A) Euclidean (Dij) and (B) least-
cost road network (Dij0) distance measures. The dashed line
represents the 1:1 equivalence line.
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to specific geographic areas. We chose not to collect these

data due to their subjective nature, and because we wanted

relatively simple model metrics (e.g., lake size) that were

available across the provincial level and, therefore, could

easily be forecast at large spatial scales.

Although most spatial interactions were relatively short

compared with the lengthiest movements (Fig. 6), median

distance values were 292.6 km, emphasizing the move-

ment potential of anglers as invasion vectors across a

landscape in which drainage basins have a mean primary

axis of 65.5 km. Although model results show that anglers

in Ontario display movement patterns with the potential

to circumvent natural dispersal barriers, long-distance

vector movements are only one of several prerequisites

necessary for biotic transfer. Successful biological inva-

sions associated with angler movement require the

progression of specific risk activities (e.g., fouling of

invasive biota or purchase of invasive baitfishes; move-

ment to uninvaded system; release; survival; reproduc-

tion; impact). The importance of the progression of

FIG. 5. Spatial-interaction model residuals of underpredictions (A, least-cost road network; B, Euclidean) and overpredictions
(C, least-cost road network; D, Euclidean) when actual Tij � 1. Residuals are shown as absolute spatial interactions (Tij) units. Tij

movements define origins (i ) and destinations ( j ).
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pathway steps for successful invasion requires that future

research focus on quantifying risk activities (e.g., the

probability of bait-bucket release of non-indigenous

species) as they relate to movement patterns to determine

the distribution of risk activities across large spatial

scales. Such studies are necessary to prioritize recipient

ecosystems in anticipation of their invasion (Lockwood et

al. 2005, Colautti et al. 2006, Herborg et al. 2007).

However, as a necessary first step to determine the spread

potential of anglers given their history as invasion vectors

(Crossman et al. 1992, Litvak and Mandrak 1993, 1999,

Baxter and Stone 1995, Jacobs and MacIsaac 2007,

Keller et al. 2007), we highlight the mobility of anglers to

circumvent biogeographic barriers to dispersal across a

landscape where angling activity is prevalent and has a

rich history. Although specific distance-decay parameters

of anglers may differ globally across geographic jurisdic-

tions, these results highlight the general mobility of

anglers and emphasize the movement potential of likely

future invaders in other ecosystems (e.g., rock snot

Didymosphenia geminate; Bothwell et al. 2009, Kilroy et

al. 2009; New Zealand mudsnail Potamopyrgus antipoda-

rum; Kerans et al. 2005) whose mobility into novel

habitats are enhanced dramatically by overland move-

ment vectors.

Routing optimization approaches to travel have been

used extensively within human and transportation

geography. Least-cost routing approaches to road-

network travel with automobiles were initially developed

for the ‘‘traveling salesman problem’’ (e.g., Lawler et al.

1985), where routing algorithms attempted to find

optimal solutions to minimize total travel time among

several cities. Similar applications are used to solve

vehicle routing problems (e.g., Braysy et al. 2009), where

a fleet of vehicles are used as efficiently as possible given

travel times between service locations. In both examples,

least-cost routing of transportation networks mimics

actual patterns of human movements, which frequently

minimize energy expenditure, thereby resulting in reduced

financial output or time required for travel (Wilson 1967,

1998, Kolbl and Helbing 2003). Such theoretical under-

pinnings have formed the basis for archaeological route

tracing, where spatial pathways derived from human

metabolic optimizations of energetically variable land-

scapes predict historic travel routes (e.g., Wood and

Wood 2006). Although human travel may, in certain

TABLE 2. Priority-ranked (top 20) destination water bodies receiving greatest spatial interaction at
the provincial level. Predictions were summarized following application of the network-based
spatial-interaction model that incorporated least-cost routing.

Destination
water body

Surface area,
wj,1 (ha)

Sportfish
richness, wj,2

Interaction score,
RTj (absolute)

Lake Ontario 1 952 900 25 1 047 718
Ottawa River 127 100 15 195 209
Lake Erie 2 574 500 26 133 094
Georgian Bay 1 500 000 26 97 104
Lake Huron 4 459 600 26 54 619
Lake Superior 8 241 300 14 30 331
Lake Nipissing 87 330 14 15 490
Lake Simcoe 74 400 14 15 150
Lake Muskoka 12 206 13 10 822
Lake Manitou 10 400 6 10 795
Lake of the Woods 435 000 13 8524
Otter Lake 602 10 8447
Lake of Bays 6904 9 5756
Lake St. Clair 110 000 20 5713
Lake Scugog 8256 8 5333
Rainy Lake 89 400 12 5207
Cranberry Lake 227 3 5010
Lake Wanapitei 62 200 10 4940
Rice Lake 10 017 9 4611
Panache Lake 8796 5 4563

FIG. 6. Distance–frequency histogram of population-level
spatial-interaction model predictions (Tij, where Tij � 1) derived
using least-cost road network distance measures. Dij0 is the
geographic distance associated with each optimal origin-to-
destination least-cost route.
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cases, follow alternative routing patterns (e.g., scenic

routing or freeway avoidance), optimized routing by

travel time represents the most likely distance estimate

based on observed patterns of human movements.

Utilizing least-cost routing of human transportation

networks provided measurable model improvements

over standard Euclidean measures. Models derived from

Euclidean distance measures were less parsimonious and

explained less deviance than those incorporating trans-

portation networks and least-cost routing, suggesting

that Euclidean-based models generally suffer from

methodological deficiencies when used to explain human

movement patterns. Although Euclidean-based mea-

sures may be reasonable when forecasting movement

at large spatial scales, they appear to digress when

forecasting high levels of interaction between short

distances to large lakes, and low levels of interaction

between long distances to small lakes. In both of these

scenarios, Euclidean measures performed more poorly

than when incorporating network approaches because of

an apparent nonuniform distance-smoothing effect that

influences origin–destination pairs. Network approaches

were superior in both the explanatory and forecasting

stage of model development, suggesting that they

provide a robust improvement over previous approach-

es. Greater predictive capability is likely the result of

incorporating concepts such as travel impedance that

more accurately reflect human movement processes.

Uncertainty reductions of movement models for alter-

nate vectors may be possible when utilizing an approach

based upon human transportation networks. Model

comparison results imply that patterns of human-

mediated invasion are fundamentally linked to the

spatial configuration and relative impedance of trans-

portation networks, placing increased importance on

understanding their contribution to the invasion process.

Other potential applications of least-cost routing

within invasion ecology may involve predicting the

secondary spread of invaders via natural dispersal

through disjunctly connected aquatic habitats, following

their establishment within large water bodies (e.g., the

Laurentian Great Lakes). Here, least-cost routing would

require classifying impedance of connecting channels by

species that are expected to increase their invaded range

through natural dispersal. The least-cost invasion route

would represent the initial foray into uninvaded waters,

allowing dispersal routes to be preventively managed to

discourage movement into novel habitats.

Distance–decay models have gained wide popularity

within ecological study because they represent patterns of

many intraspecific and interspecific ecological interac-

tions that occur throughout time and space. We extend

the application of distance-decay models to movement

patterns of invasion vectors, and, in addition, suggest that

broad concepts of distance decay have considerable

future application to ecology. As the development and

interest within metapopulation and metacommunity

dynamics evolves (e.g., Facon and David 2006,

Labonne et al. 2008, Morrissey and de Kerckhove 2009,

Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. 2009), the ability to describe the

effect of geographic distance between interacting species

becomes fundamental to understanding how and why

species interact, with what frequency, and the role of

spatiotemporal variability across patches of suitable

habitat (Hanski and Simberloff 1997, Ovaskainen 2002,

Labonne et al. 2008, Planes et al. 2009). Because species

interactions may occur throughout multiple physical

habitat connections, incorporating geometric networks

of species dispersal in conjunction with least-cost routing

to determine optimal pathways may provide fundamental

advances over previous approaches (e.g., mean pathway

distance) with the understanding that additional pathway

choices exist, but likely are selected with reduced

frequency (Proulx et al. 2005). Alternate uses, such as

those of pollination ecology and the development of

conservation reserves (e.g., Sala et al. 2002, Lopezaraiza-

Mikel et al. 2007), rely on multiple spatial linkages

between patch habitats and their species, where least-cost

routing may provide methodological improvements when

determining distance and its effect upon ecological

interactions among patches. We present here one of

many possible uses of geometric networks and least-cost

routing within invasion ecology, and emphasize that the

additional ecological applications discussed herein are

numerous and may benefit through the application of

routing optimization.
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